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Opening Prayer and Welcome



You’re in the right place if you…
1. Are wondering what’s next for your church or 

judicatory
2. Need direction from God about how to move 

forward
3. Are hopeful about the future despite the current 

challenges
4. Want partners who can journey with you on some 

new paths
5. Need a different set of expectations for your work.

Put a YES in the chat if any of these reasons resonate with you today.



Where We’re Going Today …



• Cost of keeping things 
going during pandemic

• Unraveling of inherited 
ministry models

• Challenges with no 
easy answers

• Isolation, 
disconnection, 
distraction, disruption

Leading in Trying Times



Key Questions

• How do we discover a 
hopeful future when we 
don’t know where we’re 
going?

• How do we follow the 
Spirit when the 
outcomes aren’t clear 
ahead of time?



From the Age of Association …
• Primary model for 

congregational life since late 
1700s

• Voluntary affiliation, 
membership

• Business model based on 
member donations, volunteer 
service

• Assumes culture of 
institutional trust

• Professionalized ministry



… to the Age of Authenticity

• Since late 1960s

• Focus on discovering, expressing true self

• Dis-embedding from institutions (without re-embedding)

• Identities constructed/performed rather than ascribed

• Economic/social burdens placed on individuals

• Deep skepticism of institutions

• Loose connections

“Everything must be decided.”
- Ulrich Beck



Inhabiting the Between Times
• Voluntary association model works for some

• Legacy generations: 

• Discipleship expressed through institutional 
service 

• Performative rather than 
participatory spirituality

• Functionally social, cultural, 
service organization



Inhabiting the Between Times

• Emerging generations:

• “Authentic” spiritual 
community, practice

• Connections to everyday 
longings and losses

• Churches getting smaller and 
larger



Put a yes in the chat if you see elements of this 
cultural shift in your context. 



A Moment of Opportunity
• Widespread spiritual seeking

• Cultural spiritual crisis

• Despair, injustice, 
estrangement, isolation, 
meaninglessness

• Helping people make spiritual 
sense of longings and losses

• Deepening connections with God, 
each other, neighbors



The Challenge 
Is Spiritual

Moving from asking 

church questions to 

asking God questions …



Identifying Our 
Source of Energy 
and Hope 

Andrei Rublev, The Holy Trinity



Reframing the Resource Challenge

From trying to 
get people 
involved in 
ministries 

offered by the 
church …

… to equipping 
people to join 
God’s work in 

daily life



Reframing the Resource Challenge

From performing 
Christian faith 
for people …

… to cultivating 
participatory 
practices of 

Christian faith 
among the people



Reframing the Resource Challenge

From focus on 
organizational 

church …

… to church as 
community of 

practice (gathered 
and dispersed)



Reframing the Resource Challenge

From leaders 
bringing energy …

… to discerning 
the energy of the 
Spirit’s leadership 
among the people



How do we as 
leaders help 

people take this 
journey?



Process of Faithful Innovation

Faithful Innovation is the process of learning 
new ways to embody Christian identity and 
purpose in a changing cultural context. It is 
about adopting practices and habits that allow 
the treasures of Christian tradition to speak 
afresh today. Often, it involves the rediscovery 
of ancient spiritual practices as much as the 
embrace of new technologies.



The Faithful Innovation Process

Listen Act Share



Title
X

Listen
• To God
• Each Other
• Our Neighbors

• What keeps your 
neighbors up at night?



Listening in 
New Ways



Act
• Small, inexpensive experiments

• Arising from listening





Praying at the Grain Elevator



Share
• Intentional reflection on 

experience

• Group discernment

• Identifying next steps 

from what we learned



Opportunities and resources to be equipped 
for the journey as a congregation or 

judicatory with others



Free Bonus:
Faithful Innovation 
Leader Companion

10-week Faithful Innovation sprint online 
for 4-8 lay people and 1 leader

May 2 - July 7

Meet every other week for 60-90 minutes

On-demand Faithful Innovation training 
modules and workbook

Group coaching and Q&A calls with 2 free 
coaching calls per congregation

For Individual Congregations

http://faithlead.community/congregations

http://faithlead.community/congregations


Free Bonus:
Faithful Innovation 
Leader Companion

6-month train-the-trainer process for 4 
judicatory leaders

Starts July 18 with in-person retreat training

Meet once a month for 60-90 minutes

12-month membership to Faith+Lead
Judicatory Coaching Cohort

All the Faithful Innovation modules, 
workbooks, manuals

For Judicatory Systems

http://faithlead.community/judicatories

http://faithlead.community/judicatories


Resources

Available on AmazonAvailable everywhere you listen 
to podcasts



Q&A
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